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MULTISPECI'RAL STUDY OF CERBERUS DARK MATERIALS 
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A new stud of the Cerberus region of Mars has been undertaken. We are primarily 
using Viking Arbiter multispectral images with resolution ranging from 60 m/pixel 
(orbit 506A) to 800 m/pixel (orbit 609A). Cerberus is a classical dark region situated on 
the flanks of the Elysium bulge previously mapped as mostly wind-scoured lava flows 
with deposits of bright dust in the lee of craters [I]. However, at least some of the dark 
material is clearly mobile, as has been previously documented 121. There are many 
examples of dark streaks emanating from craters and scarps which presumably act as 
local sources. In addition, dunes are mar inally resolved within the crater Ln (17N, 
200W). There is little spectral variation in t i e dark material over distances of hundreds 
of kilometers. These observations led us to interpret the dark region as consisting 
largely of a sand sheet overlying the bright plains material [3]. 

The simplicity of the sand sheet interpretation suggested that the region could be 
modeled as variable unresolved areal mixtures of the nearby bright plains material and 
the dark material [4,5]. This linear mixture modeling was carried out for one scene 
composed of Viking Orbiter images 506A07,506a27, and 506a37 (centered near 12N, 
208W) which had first been radimetrically calibrated using the PICS procedures of the 
USGS Astrogeology Branch, Flagstaff, Arizona. The Bright and Dark end members 
were chosen from the scene to represent the purest possible exposures of the bright and 
dark materials; Shade end member was chosen as a DC level of 0.004 to model slopes 
and unresolved shadows (see figure). We found that the model accounts for all the 
color and albedo variations with residual errors at the 0.5% level or better except for a 
thin condesate layer confined to one corner of the scene. This result implies that the 
scene is compositionally simple, and that the dark material is homogenous within the 
limitations of the data, consistent with our earlier interpretation that the dark material 
is a sand sheet with variable (70-100%) areal coverage. The Shade fraction image is 
contrast reversed with respect to the albedo image, indicating that the Shade end 
member models slopes brightness variations due to changes in the incident angle) very 
well. The dark materia com rising Cerberus is much less red (less oxidized) than the 
nearby plains material. Red ( 2  iolet ratios for the Bright and Dark end members are 3.19 
and 2.13 respectively (for phase angle -34"). Within the dark region are ubiquitus 
bright streaks previously reported to be depositional [6], in accord with the 
interpretation of [I]. Our interpretation however, leaves open the possibility that the 
bright streaks are windows where turbulent windflow around the craters has ablated the 
dark sands, revealing the bright plains material beneath. 

The origin of the Cerberus dark material is unknown. It is possible that the dark 
material originates in a volcanic ash layer exposed by scarps and large impacts within 
the study area (cf. [2,7]). It is not clear, however, that the dark material observed in 
crater bottoms and along the scarps represents the primary source since this material 
could well have been blown from some other region to be redistributed in Cerberus. 
Since Viking coverage of Cerberus extends roughly upwind from the scene we have 
examined most thoroughly to date, we may be able to locate the source of the dark 
material, or at least of determine whether that source is within Cerberus itself. We will 
continue to use the linear mixture modeling technique in our further study of this 
region. 
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Spectral End Members 

Bright 
f Dark 
1C Shade 

0.44 0.46 0.48 0.50 052 0.54 0.56 0.58 0.60 
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